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Glossary: Common Terms and Acronyms
BFD
BGP
Fabric
OSPF
Overlay

Bidirectional Forwarding Detection is a standard UDP-based protocol that provides
fast detection of Layer 3 next-hop failures. It is used in conjunction with a routing
protocol, such as OSPF or BGP
Border Gateway Protocol is a popular standard networking protocol used to exchange
routing and reachability data amongst routers and autonomous systems (AS)
A set of Netvisor switches configured as a single virtual entity
Open Shortest Path First is a standard routing protocol that falls into the category of
interior gateway protocols (IGPs), operating within a single autonomous system (AS)
In the VxLAN context this refers to all the logical elements of interconnection that are
built on top of the underlying networking infrastructure in order to offer higher-level
transport functionalities

Pluribus
Cluster
Underlay

A pair of Netvisor switches acting as one logical unit for high availability

VIP

A Virtual IP is an IP address that is shared (for example by a VRRP instance) between
two or more redundant devices to represent the Layer 3 gateway or Layer 3 end point
Virtual Link Aggregation Group is a Pluribus multi-chassis link aggregation
technology to bundle two or more links together when the links belong to two different
chassis (behaving as a single virtual chassis/cluster)
Virtual Link Extension is a Pluribus technology that creates transparent pseudo-wires
that can emulate a direct point-to-point connection between pairs of ports belonging to
two physically distinct devices
A Virtual Network is a logical partition of the Pluribus fabric. A vNET represents a
group of network objects that can operate independently and have dedicated resources.
It is used for multitenancy and network segmentation purposes
An object used to provide routing between subnets, VLANs and/or vNETs. A vRouter
runs in a dedicated operating system container
The Virtual Router Redundancy Protocol is a networking protocol that provides firsthop redundancy and other redundancy functionalities by supporting the concept of
virtual routers, which are an abstract representation of two or more routers, i.e., master
and backup router(s), acting as a unified logical group
A VXLAN Tunnel Endpoint is the termination point of a VXLAN tunnel
VTEP High Availability refers to the redundancy mechanism meant to ensure
continuity of VXLAN transport in case of a port or device failure
Virtual Extensible LAN is a standard UDP-based packet encapsulation technology (see
[VXLAN]). It is used as encapsulation to extend Layer 2 segments across Layer 3
boundaries

vLAG
vLE
vNET
vRouter
VRRP

VTEP
VTEP HA
VXLAN

pluribusnetworks.com

In the VxLAN context, this refers to the generic underlying networking infrastructure
(for example, a plain-vanilla IP-based transport spanning one or more data center sites)
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About Pluribus Networks
Pluribus Networks provides fabric networking and analytics solutions that transform existing network
infrastructures from being rigid, costly and complex, into a foundation for modern digital-centric businesses.
Built on the deployment-proven Netvisor® network virtualization software, Pluribus Adaptive Cloud
Fabric™ architecture provides unprecedented insight, agility and security to create the industry’s only
combined SDN and Network Performance Monitoring (NPM) offering.
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Data Center Interconnect
What is a Data Center Interconnect Technology?
Historical View
Today the need to geographically distribute multiple data centers in various locations is very common to
many organizations for a number of good reasons: higher service availability, performance and scale,
disaster recovery, operational efficiency, local country regulations, etc.
Data Center Interconnect (DCI) is the process of connecting two or more such locations. It is employed to
ensure that data is exchanged consistently and in a timely manner amongst different locations for
redundancy, high availability and load sharing purposes.

Main%DC%

East%Coast%DC%

Figure 1. Two Geographically Dispersed DC Sites

Historically, Layer 3 Internet Protocol (IP)-based connectivity has been used to route traffic amongst
geographically dispersed data centers by leveraging well-known and long established traffic routing
technologies such as the Border Gateway Protocol (BGP).
However, in more recent times the development of virtualization and geo-clustering technologies in the data
center has promoted the adoption of new interconnection models.
In particular, by harnessing the power of virtualization, data center providers have been able to offer more
flexible infrastructure models that allow organizations to manage their server resources as a global resource
pool that can grow and shrink on demand. This evolution is part of the advent of the so-called “cloud
computing” era, in which the capabilities of dynamic provisioning of workloads and of dynamic on-demand
instantiation of applications have become an everyday reality.

pluribusnetworks.com
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As a further logical evolution, the deployment of DCI technologies can enable data center architectures to
stretch across geographical boundaries and hence allow the aforementioned cloud computing services to
become even more flexible and be fully unconstrained by the individual data center boundaries. Hence pools
of server resources can be allowed to span multiple buildings, metropolitan areas, or even countries.
In addition, this also means that compute and storage resources in one data center can virtually grow by
“borrowing” other resources from a connected data center that has spare capacity. This feat is accomplished
by utilizing live virtual machine (VM) migration technologies, nowadays offered by all major virtualization
vendors (such as VMWare, Xen, Microsoft, etc.)
In other words this means that a DC customer can move live VMs from one (physical) server to another
server located elsewhere (even in a different geographical location) without having to shut down the VMs
and consequently suffer an extended service loss.
A key aspect of this process is that during the live migration the network configuration parameters of the
VMs remain unaltered, therefore guaranteeing service consistency and minimal disruptions to client
connections.
If instead a VM were to be shut down in a data center, then moved to a different one and then booted up, the
migrated VM would have to obtain a new IP address and re-establish all connections with its clients, with a
potentially long and very likely service impacting downtime window.
This is because host readdressing is usually not handled efficiently by most failover designs, which typically
prefer a device to preserve its address across mobility events to guarantee the best service continuity
possible.
However this also means that from the networking perspective a VM migration process requires that both
source and destination data centers accommodate the same IP subnet wherever a mobile VM is to be run.
Normally, duplicating the same IP subnet in both data centers would be considered a misconfiguration.
Instead, extending the same subnet from a Layer 2 perspective from one data center to another would allow
the subnet to be used across locations without conflicts and thus allow mobile VMs to be assigned “sticky”
IP addresses from such subnet that can be used to maintain connectivity wherever they need to run.
In other words, in practical terms this means that VM mobility’s address requirements can be met by
network designers simply by extending any Virtual LANs (VLANs) associated with the VM-mobilityenabled subnets across data centers.
This constitutes a significant deviation from the traditional Layer-3-based interconnection design of data
centers, which breaks up Layer 2 domains, and hence—as we will see in more detail below—requires
special considerations and in many cases specific technologies.
The other requirement that has promoted new DCI models is geo-clustering for disaster recovery (DR): in
this scenario, clustering technologies are used when servers that are members of a cluster are located in
separate data centers. Again, even in this case failover models work more effectively when both the active
cluster member and the standby cluster member that is to take over from the failed one are in the same
subnet and thus the corresponding Layer 2 domain (i.e., VLAN) is extended from active to standby DC
locations.
Lastly, Layer 2 extension is also required for various storage virtualization and replication solutions, which
also impose on the network designer the need for direct Layer 2 adjacency between physical nodes.

pluribusnetworks.com
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Architectural View
With only two DC sites, Layer 2 VLAN/subnet extension can be easily achieved with direct dark fiber links,
typically in a redundant setup.

Site 1

L3, dark
fiber, L2
emulation
…

Site 2

Figure 2. 2 DC Sites Interconnected by Redundant Links

Layer 2 redundancy in these cases can be managed by using the Spanning Tree Protocol (STP)1 or by
creating a Layer 2 trunk port (also known as “link bundle”) by using the standard Link Aggregation Control
Protocol (LACP), IEEE 802.3ad, or by using its Ethernet switch clustering extension usually known by the
generic name of multi-chassis link aggregation (also called “multi-chassis port channel or port group”).
However, traditional network designers would prefer DCI over wide area networks (WANs) to be performed
by using Layer 3 connections rather than plain-vanilla Layer 2. In addition, direct Layer 2 connections don’t
scale well when multiple DC sites have to be interconnected.
Therefore, subsequent more sophisticated approaches to this problem have been to employ a Multi Protocol
Label Switching (MPLS)-capable DCI backbone network and then to extend Layer 2 domains between DC
sites using the standard Ethernet over MPLS (EoMPLS) and/or Virtual Private LAN Services (VPLS)
technologies. In these cases, the MPLS infrastructure would handle the required multi-site scalability and
redundancy needs, while VPLS would handle the Layer 2 loop avoidance requirements over the MPLS
backbone using the standard split horizon mechanism.
However, with these approaches edge redundancy would still require some specialized solutions and the
strict requirement for an MPLS backbone network could become a deal breaker in some scenarios.
Therefore, whenever a pure MPLS backbone could not be used, and only a plain vanilla IP backbone was
available, Generic Routing Encapsulation (GRE)-based schemes could be adopted to transport either native
Ethernet traffic or EoMPLS traffic (EoMPLSoGRE) or VPLS traffic (VPLSoGRE).
As the reader can imagine, these GRE-based “stacked” approaches could present their own set of challenges
and were even more complex and less desirable to manage than their plain MPLS-based counterparts for a
variety of reasons (for example, hardware support constraints).
Therefore, further solutions for DCI were investigated and devised.
1

Note: This option is oftentimes disliked as not considered robust enough.
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Cisco Systems proposed a number of proprietary approaches: one of them is called Overlay Transport
Virtualization (OTV). It is supported on both IP and MPLS networks and uses a novel approach of MAC
address reachability discovery, which enables the interconnect to do away with the need to flood unknown
traffic to propagate reachability information at Layer 2 (the so-called “flood and learn” scheme).
However, this approach too has hardware support constraints and is not standard.
Competitors have responded with a standard technology called Virtual eXtensible Local Area Network
(VXLAN), an Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) specification, intended to standardize an overlay
encapsulation protocol to transport Layer 2 traffic over IP networks.
VXLAN has achieved wide software and hardware adoption in the networking industry because of its
standard nature and because of its adoption by key networking vendors, including the authors of the
specification: Arista Networks, Broadcom, Cisco Systems and VMware.
Pluribus Networks and Arista Networks have chosen to employ a VXLAN-based Layer 2 extension solution
to support DCI designs, in addition to using plain VXLAN as basic fabric encapsulation technology.
On certain platforms and in certain configurations, Cisco Systems has also adopted VXLAN with
Multiprotocol Border Gateway Protocol (MP-BGP) Ethernet VPN (EVPN) [EVPN] as the de-facto standard
technology for network virtualization overlays in data center fabrics. It has then extended it to work in socalled multi-pod designs, including in the DCI cases where the pods are geographically dispersed.
However, for different configurations it has also conjured up yet another fully proprietary DC technology,
called Cisco Application Centric Infrastructure (Cisco ACI or simply ACI), which was recently extended
with a multi-pod enhancement for multi-site DCI deployments. As with the case of OTV, even multi-pod
ACI suffers from specific hardware constraints that limit its viable deployment options. In addition, it adds
more confusion to an already very fragmented and overly complex DCI solution offering.

Pluribus Networks’ Choice for Openness
If one had the opportunity of selecting amongst a number of options the best and most desirable DCI
technology, one would be hard pressed not to go with an open and standard approach. That is simply
because a standard technology can maximize interoperability and hence offer network designers a wealth of
software and hardware options.
In addition, a standard technology such as VXLAN is designed to be transparent for applications and
transports (it can run on top of dark fiber, traditional IP networks, GRE or IPSec tunnels, MPLS backbones,
etc.). It is meant to be scalable, simple to deploy and fully integrated into the DC infrastructure (it can even
be supported by VMs directly!).
This makes VXLAN the most natural, intuitive and hence cost-effective way to interconnect DC sites to
enable them to share resources (for example, for data or workload sharing), to support disaster recovery
plans as well as seamless VM mobility.

pluribusnetworks.com
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Figure 3. Active/Standby DCI for Incremental Data Center Migration and Disaster Recovery
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Figure 4. Active/Active DCI for Elastic Workload Sharing and Seamless Workload Mobility
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In stark contrast to other closed proprietary DCI approaches, which require significant investments in
complex and rigid hardware, Pluribus Networks has chosen the user-friendly path of a single softwaredefined DCI technology based on the VXLAN industry standard.
Pluribus’ approach extends Layer 2 domains across geographically dispersed locations at high speed and
with superior scalability, thanks to a VXLAN-powered hardware-based data plane coupled to a smart and
resilient control plane.
In addition to fully harnessing the many benefits of VXLAN, Pluribus Networks is well known for having
spearheaded the implementation of an industry-leading logically-unified general-purpose distributed control
plane, the Adaptive Cloud Fabric, which also supports easy configuration of any stretched DCI fabric from a
single management interface without sacrificing resiliency or scalability. As a matter of fact, this unique
capability does not require a centralized controller device to provide advanced control plane functions
(which would introduce its own resiliency challenges in case of DCI extensions). It is natively supported in
the software running on each switch without requiring special licenses and by virtue of its scalable nature
enables easy multisite fabric management in case of DCI designs.
Pluribus Netvisor/Open NetVisor for Linux (ONVL) software provides the common unified networking
software infrastructure that empowers the Adaptive Cloud Fabric to run on an ample portfolio of platforms
based on Pluribus Networks, Dell Open Networking as well as Edgecore Networks hardware, showing its
prowess as an open networking software solution.
Another innovation is offered by Pluribus Networks’ award-winning advanced network analytics/monitoring
feature set, which allows Netvisor/ONVL-powered switches to provide granular visibility into both intraand inter-DCI traffic, with powerful applications to common use cases such as monitoring of storage
replication, VM mobility and clustering.
Pluribus’ user-centric innovations and their advantages are described in more detail in the following
sections.

pluribusnetworks.com
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Pluribus Advanced Networking Technologies for the Data Center
Adaptive Cloud Fabric
Pluribus Adaptive Cloud Fabric™ uses an innovative distributed Ethernet switch control plane that can
manage all fabric nodes (whether co-located or geographically dispersed) from a single CLI-based or APIbased management point.
It implements a fully symmetrical model as any node can act as a single point of management for the entire
fabric. Therefore, it does not require any controller entity to guarantee the proper operation of the network
and hence does not intrinsically suffer from the limits of a centralized control plane architecture (such as
split brain problems).
At the same time, it is also able to interoperate with a centralized management station or controller through
RESTful APIs or an OVSDB interface. There is 100% equivalence between the CLI commands and the
other API-based configuration models. This enables additional powerful management strategies by
leveraging popular platforms such as Ansible or OpenDaylight.

Figure 5. Adaptive Cloud Fabric’s Centralized Management

Adaptive Cloud Fabric’s advanced transactional model guarantees that device configuration is maintained
consistently across network nodes and supports also rollback capabilities. Therefore, a single point of
provisioning provides smooth network-wide configuration with commands that can operate on a list of
dispersed fabric devices (instead of simply on individual ones).

pluribusnetworks.com
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In addition, the Adaptive Cloud Fabric’s control plane by virtue of its user-centric nature provides intuitive
time-saving mechanisms to automatically configure “super-entities” from a number of physical or logical
components (switch clustering, auto-LAG, automatic tunnel creation, etc. are examples of such automatic
mechanisms built in to the Netvisor network operating system, as described in more detail in the remainder
of this document).
Netvisor software is a fully abstracted and virtualized Network OS that provides a best-in-class layer 2 and
layer 3 networking foundation, advanced overlay networking capabilities and distributed fabric intelligence.
In addition, Netvisor OS virtualizes the Open Switch hardware, similar to how server hypervisors virtualize
bare metal servers. Switch virtualization decouples network resources from the underlying hardware to
create multiple virtualized network devices with dedicated network services per virtualized network device.
As a result, a single standards-based Open Networking switch can instantiate multiple virtualized network
devices, each with their own virtualized router, data plane, control plane, and management plane to support
granular east/west and north/south network segmentation, strict multi-tenant services and the integration of
virtualized network services and functions. Adaptive Cloud Fabric also comes with support for advanced
analytics, as we will see in a subsequent section when discussing DCI solutions.
Monitoring, Forensics, Intelligence, Security

Distributed Intelligence and Telemetry
Pervasive visibility for every port | vNET | vPort | VirtualWire

Dynamic Distributed Fabric Services

Adaptive
Cloud Fabric

vNET | vFlow | vPort | vNV | VirtualWire

Best-in-Class, High-Performance,
Scalable Layer2/3 Switching

Netvisor
OS

Open
Hardware

APIs

Intelligence
and
Telemetry

UNUM : Fabric Manager

Data Sources: nvFlow | sFlow | IPFIX | Packets | vProbe
System & Fabric Management

Pluribus
Insight
Analytics

LACP, LLDP, MLAG, MSTP, RSTP, IGMP, BGP, OSPF,BFD ECMP,
VRRP, VRF, VLAN, VXLAN VTEP, SNMP, TLS 1.2, TACACS+ …

BROADCOM

BROADCOM

Tomahawk

Trident
2

Whitebox/Brightbox

Figure 6. Adaptive Cloud Fabric Model

Since Adaptive Cloud Fabric does not inherently require special controllers to operate, and since instead of
implementing exotic proprietary technologies it simply leverages standard protocols such as (PV/M)STP,
Virtual Router Redundancy Protocol (VRRP), Open Shortest Path First (OSPF), BGP, Bidirectional
Forwarding Detection (BFD), VXLAN, etc. it is fully interoperable with devices from other vendors.
This level of openness grants final users a far superior degree of interoperability when compared to other
proprietary and closed DC solutions.

pluribusnetworks.com
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By way of example, Figure 7 below shows the freedom of choice users have in selecting appropriate fabric
spine switches, which can be Netvisor/ONVL-powered switches as well as third party switches. In the latter
case, Adaptive Cloud Fabric interoperates with popular 3rd-party networking technologies such as multichassis port channels (Cisco Systems’ vPC and VSS, or Arista’s MLAG).

Figure 7. Interoperability Yields Freedom of Choice and Flexibility

Pluribus Switch Clustering Technology
Similarly to other vendors, Pluribus Networks offers a technology for multi-chassis link bundling/port
channel that is called a “cluster”. The CLI command to enable it is in fact “cluster-create”.
What is a cluster and why is it needed for link aggregation?
An alternate name of a cluster is a “virtual chassis”. This latter designation is perhaps more useful to
describe the concept: two separate physical devices are joined in a virtual entity that behaves as if ports
belonging to each device were unified within a common “virtual chassis”.
Obviously, this augmented logical view on a pair of devices can be helpful with configuration and high
availability. However, that is only part of the story: by adding some additional magic under the hood a
cluster-aka-virtual-chassis can also perform advanced functions like automatic MAC address learning
synchronization across members, sharing of the same switch MAC and STP system ID, sharing port state
and information even during dynamic protocol negotiations, etc.
However, in order for a cluster to be created, it is first necessary to provision a redundant connection
between the two cluster members: in Pluribus parlance this process is called automatic LAG (link
aggregation) of the inter-member trunk. As long as at least two ports on both members are physically
connected, the automatic LAG logic will take care of bundling them together and provisioning them as intra-

pluribusnetworks.com
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cluster trunk.
This specialized communication channel is utilized for crucial cluster synchronization activities as well as a
forwarding backup path during failover scenarios, therefore it must be a “fat enough pipe”, which in practice
means that users typically choose to set up an over-provisioned redundant port bundle capable of at least
transporting all possible traffic coming from the downstream endpoints without becoming a significant
bottleneck, should one or more of the key upstream or downstream ports fail.
In a well balanced and symmetrical design this is achieved for example by sizing the bundle based on the
peak East-West and/or North-South traffic load expectations (Pluribus’ network analytics can come in very
handy in this type of what-if failover analysis).
In asymmetrical designs instead particular care must be taken to analyze worst-case failure scenarios and
accurately determine what they entail in terms of load increase on the intra-cluster trunk to avoid the creation
of potential bottlenecks and undesirable network behavioral changes (such as latency spikes).
The process of creation of a cluster is crucial to be able to synchronize port state and perform port bundling
across its two members: this very important high availability functionality is called multi-chassis link
aggregation (or bundling). In Pluribus parlance this is called a Virtual Link Aggregation Group (vLAG). It is
created with the “vlag-create” command.
A vLAG is a single logical but physically redundant connection. This property makes it ideal for a number
of Layer 2 or Layer 3 network designs, where standard port bundling/port channel technologies (IEEE
802.3ad) are used for high availability and very fast traffic steering in case of link failure.
Using clusters with vLAGs for example is a technique to avoid using STP for Layer 2 redundancy. Figure 8
below shows how a vLAG is used to present a router/switch with a single logical link instead of two separate
ones. Therefore, in case of a Layer 2 configuration, loop prevention is not needed on that network segment.

ROUTER1

ROUTER1

R1

CLUSTER

VLAG
SWITCH1

S1

33

5
9

5
9

33

SWITCH2

CLUSTER

S2

Figure 8. Logical View of a vLAG from an External Device

Furthermore, the same “trick” can be used downstream too to interconnect dual-homed servers to leaf
switches. In fact, as long as the neighboring device (whether a router, switch or server) supports the standard
LACP protocol, port bundling negotiation is taken care of by the protocol itself automatically even when a
pluribusnetworks.com
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vLAG is used on the Pluribus switches’ side. This is by virtue of the interoperability characteristics built in
to the Adaptive Cloud Fabric’s control plane.
In general, switch clusters with vLAGs are extremely capable and flexible configurations and can be
employed in a number of other network designs in conjunction with other technologies.
For example, as shown in Figure 9 below, vLAGs can connect to other vLAGs or other third-party virtual
chassis/multi-chassis LAG solutions. This creates a “four-way” bundle with the interconnection of two
multi-chassis LAGs on opposite sides.

CLUSTER

SWITCH1
37 41
LAG

5
9

5
9

VLAG

SWITCH2
37 41
LAG

VIRTUAL CHASSIS/MULTI-CHASSIS LAG
CAPABLE DEVICE PAIR

Figure 9. Four-way vLAG between a Pluribus Cluster Pair and Another Multi-chassis LAG

If the reader recalls Figure 2 above, in the case of interconnection of two DC sites over dark fiber a vLAG to
vLAG configuration could be used to create a single logical link over dual redundant fiber links (please note
that further considerations are needed in this case with regard to the way the service provider provisions such
links and what level of availability it offers to its customers, however such considerations are outside of the
scope of this paper).

pluribusnetworks.com
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•

The IP (routed) topology that defines the subnets that compose the underlay network

2.1 UC0 Redundant Link Topology
Define switch clusters and port bundling in order to implement a redundant active-active underlay network.

2.1.110 Cluster
Figure
shows theConfiguration
common use case of interconnection of leaf and spline Pluribus clusters to provide high
availability using the virtual chassis/four way vLAG combination.
This section provisions each pair of adjacent switches in virtual-chassis mode for high availability using the cluster construct, as in the
following figure.
SPINE-CLUSTER
SPINE1
37 41 61 65

5
9

5
9

SPINE2
37 41 61 65

LEAF-CLUSTER1

LEAF-CLUSTER2

45 49

LEAF1
33

37

15
16

15
16

45 49
33

LEAF2
37

45 49

LEAF3
33

37

15
16

15
16

45 49
33

LEAF4
37

CLI> cluster-create name LEAF-CLUSTER1 cluster-node-1 LEAF1 cluster-node-2 LEAF2
Figure
10. Pluribus High Availability Cluster-based Spine/Leaf Design
CLI> cluster-create name LEAF-CLUSTER2 cluster-node-1 LEAF3 cluster-node-2 LEAF4
CLI> cluster-create name SPINE-CLUSTER cluster-node-1 SPINE1 cluster-node-2 SPINE2
jumbo frame
support4-way
on cluster
links: can be brought up simply with the following sequence of CLI
In Enable
this design,
a single
vLAG
commands
(let’s pick LEAF1 and LEAF2 in LEAF-CLUSTER1 for simplicity’s sake):
CLI> switch LEAF1,LEAF2,LEAF3,LEAF4 port-config-modify port 15,16 jumbo
CLI> switch SPINE1,SPINE2 port-config-modify port 5,9 jumbo

2.1.2
Trunk and
VLAG
Configuration
CLI> switch
LEAF1
trunk-create
name LEAF1toSPINE ports 45,49 jumbo lacp-mode
active

Configure active-active port link aggregation (trunk) and Virtual Link Aggregation (VLAG) with LACP and jumbo frames (for VXLAN
CLI> switch
LEAF2 astrunk-create
name LEAF2toSPINE ports 45,49 jumbo lacp-mode
encapsulation
overhead),
in the following figure.

active
CLI> switch LEAF1 vlag-create name LC1toSPINE port LEAF1toSPINE peer-port
LEAF2toSPINE mode active-active lacp-mode active

On top of all of the above, clusters and vLAGs can also be used in conjunction with the standard VRRP
pluribusnetworks.com
technology
to provide redundant active-active first-hop L3 gateways to multi-homed end-points.

11

This capability is particularly important in the context of DCI designs, when used in conjunction with
another standard technology, VXLAN, as we will see in the next sections.

pluribusnetworks.com
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VXLAN Technology Implications
A key technology enabler in the data center is the VXLAN encapsulation2 as described in the IETF RFC
7348 [VXLAN]. It is supported in hardware by most DC switches and also in software on virtualized servers
running for example an open virtual switch.
Most hardware vendors however don’t implement verbatim the entire RFC in particular with regard to the
“flood and learn” data plane mechanism described in it, because deemed not scalable enough. Pluribus too
prefers to use its own enhanced technology to augment the basic Layer 2 data plane emulation behavior
described in the RFC. (We will cover these enhancements in subsequent sections in the context of the
discussion on DCI and Layer 2 extension.)
On the other hand, from a pure encapsulation perspective, the VXLAN technology has a few important
general implications: firstly since it’s a UDP-based transport it can cross pretty much any IP capable
network including Layer 3-only and MPLS networks. This is a very flexible and very desirable
characteristic. It is particularly desirable for DCI designs.
On the flip side, though, as shown in the aforementioned RFC, VXLAN adds a variable amount of extra
octets (i.e., overhead) to all the frames it encapsulates: an example in the RFC depicts an inner Ethernet
frame encapsulated within an outer Ethernet + IPv4 + UDP + VXLAN header. An outer IEEE 802.1Q
VLAN tag is optional and, when present, adds four additional octets to the total. This equates to 50/54
additional octets of encapsulation.
Therefore, to make sure that variable-length VXLAN encapsulated packets can be successfully carried
across a generic fabric (the so-called underlay), the Maximum Transmission Unit (MTU) size must be
properly increased on all the physical and logical interfaces connecting the fabric nodes.
For this purpose, on Pluribus switches “jumbo frame” support can be enabled on the appropriate interfaces to
accept frames with an MTU larger than 1500 bytes (namely, with a “jumbo” size). This guarantees that all
standard maximum size packets to be transmitted in the overlay network are not dropped by the underlay.
(Interfaces toward the core, intra-cluster trunks, interfaces toward the endpoints as well as VXLAN loopback
trunks have to have jumbo frame support enabled on them, for example as shown in the previous section’s
configuration snippet).
Moreover, please note that, starting from release 2.5.0, Pluribus Netvisor/ONVL software enforces also a
routing MTU size in hardware. Therefore, in order to avoid large frames to be dropped during Layer 3
forwarding or during encapsulation, in addition to enabling jumbo frames on physical interfaces, it is also
important to configure routed interfaces with the proper MTU settings (typically between 1580 bytes and
9216 bytes).
In the context of DCI designs, by extension, it is similarly important to make sure that the inter-site network
also supports the proper MTU size (either all the way to jumbo frame size, or at least set to a value that is big
enough to avoid VXLAN-encapsulated packets to be deemed oversized and dropped).
Once the entire (intra- and inter-DC) fabric network has been made VXLAN-ready with these MTU settings,
customers can enjoy the benefits of a VXLAN-enabled architecture.

2

A full analysis of the VXLAN technology is outside of the scope of this paper. Please refer to RFC 7348 and to the switch
configuration guides for more details.
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Pluribus VXLAN and VLAN Extensions
For Pluribus’ leaf-spine underlay network designs various options exist: they can be built using Layer 2 only
(which makes VLAN extensions across sites trivial, by the way) or with a combination of Layer 2 and Layer
3 or only with Layer 3. Please see Figure 11 below.

Recommendation

L2/3 Underlay

L2 Underlay

BGP Underlay

vLAG Peers
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.
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4
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AS 65102

AS 65103

VL20
20.1.1.0/29

vLAG

vLAG

eBGP

ECMP

VRRP
HA cluster

AS 65001

.
1
.
2
.
2

vLAG Peers

AS 65002

.
3
.
1

.
3

iBGP

iBGP

vLAG Peers
VL11
11.1.1.0/29

Dedicated subnets

Figure 11. Pluribus Fabric Over Any Underlay Network

Layer 3-based network designs have historically proven to be the most robust ones. In addition, they provide
a homogeneous and familiar infrastructural view of the network that makes them particularly enticing to
BGP and OSPF experts, who may not want to deal with the “foreign” nature of Layer 2.
For flexibility reasons, Pluribus engineers have decided to support a spectrum of different options for fabric
architectures, but also to provide a general recommendation to users to strongly consider a BGP-based
underlay option as the most effective way to design and run their fabrics (as noted in Figure 11 above).
In case of DCI, having the possibility of leveraging an IP-based routed transport that connects different DC
sites makes the entire architecture more open and lean, with the option to use any switch vendor in the core
(since any vendor nowadays can provide a broad, interoperable and robust support of Layer 3 technologies).
Figure 12 shows a model of IP-based vendor-agnostic core for a Layer 3 DCI design.
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Figure 12. Interconnection of Multiple Data Centers over an IP-based Layer 3 Transport

However, in such case, or in general whenever some Layer 3 is used in the fabric, Layer 2 domains are
broken up and different host subnets are required.
As discussed in the previous sections, in these situations host address mobility and/or address adjacency
requirements may add an additional level of complexity to the design of the network: the need for the
extension of some Layer 2 domains across Layer 3 boundaries in order to be able to preserve address
assignments across end-point moves and/or to guarantee that applications that only utilize intra-subnet
communication don’t break.
Legacy solutions to this long-standing design requirement have been based on technologies such as
EoMPLS, VLPS, GRE, etc. However, as previously noted, all of them suffer from one significant limitation
or another.
Hence, a novel approach is required.
Pluribus’ beautifully simple and compelling solution to this requirement is that, when some Layer 2
domain/VLAN extensions are needed (as in the very important DCI case), then network virtualization and
Layer 2 extension functions can be combined together through the use of a common enhanced virtualization
infrastructure, namely a VXLAN-based fabric that is also capable of allowing Layer 2 domains/VLANs to
stretch across Layer 3 boundaries, even between different data center sites.
In general this technology could simply be called a “VXLAN-based fabric with native VLAN Extensions”.
Pluribus just calls it “Adaptive Cloud Fabric”. It is the cornerstone of the Pluribus Open DCI architecture.
Let’s look at its benefits first, before delving into the specific components that are needed to implement it.

Pluribus Open DCI Solution
Open DCI is Pluribus’ best-in-class standards-based architecture to address many customer requirements for
multi-site data center connectivity.
pluribusnetworks.com
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It boasts a number of very desirable characteristics. It’s simple, very high performance, highly redundant and
can scale up to support dozens of sites, while providing high availability (HA) with ~200 ms failover times.
It is supported on Open Networking switches based on merchant silicon.
It’s flexible, interoperable and topology agnostic: it works with any L3 core/underlay and uses sophisticated
VXLAN-based Layer 2 extension and pseudo-wire technologies to achieve transparent inter-site
communication with end-point tracking. This enables the support for important use cases such as VM
mobility for business continuity and geographical load sharing. In addition, it natively supports end-to-end
visibility of client-server application traffic as well as of server-to-server communication flows.
It’s multi-tenant while supporting a single multi-site management point by virtue of its Adaptive Cloud
Fabric control plane (as also discussed in a previous section).
In practice, however, what does this all mean to the users from a business perspective?
The short list below summarizes its main inherent benefits and translates them into business language:

Open DCI Benefits
ü OpEx reduction through simplified multi-site management and automation
ü CapEx reduction by avoiding needless hardware replacements for capacity expansion
and/or functionality requirements
ü OpEx and CapEx savings by leveraging the native embedded analytics for optimal service
capacity planning and decreased Mean Time to Repair (MTTR) in case of failures. Deep
visibility into protocol communication and client-server traffic behavior for proactive and
not only reactive remediation actions
ü Target any scale and any need without hidden costs: capability of supporting all modern
applications and cloud-based services that are intended for world-class DC deployments,
without needing special licenses and by using open networking hardware
ü OpEx and CapEx savings by achieving increased resource utilization when seamlessly
sharing workload processing resources across sites. Utilize endpoint tracking to easily
monitor workload distribution and save on management costs
ü

Customer satisfaction: achieve improved application performance by distributing (or
localizing) resources as needed

Pluribus Open DCI Components
In addition to basic VXLAN encapsulation support, which has been discussed in a previous section, Open
DCI is based on the synergistic use of common DC technologies boosted by some powerful Pluribus
enhancements.
First of all, a critical design requirement for various DC networks, including those used in DCI cases, is to
deploy a VXLAN transport in conjunction with a high availability (HA) configuration at the edge of the
VXLAN-based fabric. This guarantees path redundancy and service continuity in case of link or device
failure. In VXLAN parlance edge redundancy support is also known as VXLAN Tunnel Endpoint High
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Availability (VTEP HA).
In case of DCI, the “edge” is usually the Layer 3 boundary of the Layer 2 domain to be extended: for
example, it can be a pair of edge Pluribus leaf switches that are connected to a third-party Layer 3 core
network (as shown in Figure 12 above), or it can be a pair of Layer 3 Pluribus spine switches that
interconnect two DC sites over dark fiber, or it can be a combination of the above.
Figure 13 shows a high level view of the Open DCI multi-site architecture that includes VXLAN edge
termination points (VTEPs) in redundant HA pairs both in access (leaf) and aggregation (spine) network
layers.

Figure 13. Pluribus Open DCI Multi-site Architecture with Flexible VTEP Choice

Pluribus supports VTEP HA switch pair configurations by harnessing the cluster+vLAG technology combo
(that was discussed in a previous section) in conjunction with the standard VRRP technology to create
active-active HA Layer 3 pairs that function as VRRP peers (with mutual liveliness checks) and that can also
provide a common virtual IP (VIP) address as active-active default gateway for end devices or Layer 3
neighbors (see also the Anycast Gateway section below).
This powerful vLAG+cluster+VRRP technology trio enables smooth user-friendly failover times (~200 ms)
while enjoying physical link as well as L3 gateway redundancy. Then, with just a pinch of ECMP standard
routing configuration added to the recipe, bidirectional multi-path traffic load balancing can be easily
attained too!
The icing on the cake is that by virtue of the aforementioned super-trio each VTEP HA pair shares a
common virtual IP (in addition to having two individual physical IP addresses): thanks to the cluster
synchronization function a VTEP pair can therefore act as a single logical VXLAN end point using a single
shared VIP as source address. Similarly, a destination VXLAN end point can be reached by using its HA
pair’s common VIP as destination address. This enables the creation of an overlay network of VXLAN
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interconnections based on virtual (not physical) addresses which offers embedded physical as well as logical
redundancy.
In order to extend VLANs across such fabric overlay of VXLAN connections, Pluribus has implemented a
standard VLAN to VXLAN Network ID (VNI) mapping scheme. Each VNI is a 24-bit field, thus allowing
for up to 16 million independent logical Layer 2 domains to be supported (see also [VXLAN]).
Figure 14 shows the use of virtual IP addresses and VNI fields in the VXLAN encapsulation used to
communicate between device A and device B.

Figure 14. VIP Use for Inter-VTEP Communication

In the Pluribus CLI a VLAN can be associated to a VNI when created on a VTEP HA pair with the “vlancreate scope cluster id <vlan-id> vxlan <vnid>” command (please note that thanks to cluster
synchronization/scoping only a single creation command per cluster pair is needed). (Alternatively, they can
be mapped with the “vlan-modify id <vlan-id> vxlan <vnid>” command after creation.)
Pluribus’ forwarding logic and control plane software employs the standard split horizon algorithm to
forward any VLAN traffic mapped to a VNI so as to create a loop-free forwarding topology in the VXLANbased fabric overlay. It also does not need complex address propagation mechanisms such as IETF’s MPBGP-based EVPN solution, and hence avoids potential problems with interoperability and/or difficulties of
management that involve layering of too many technologies on top of each other (for example, MP BGP
used with Layer 2 extensions for EVPN on top of another routing protocol, such as i/eBGP itself, for the
underlay’s Layer 3 management).
Pluribus instead uses its own address registration and tracking technology, called vPort Database, which is
particularly useful in case of DCI network designs to track host moves, and uses vPort information in
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conjunction with another technology called ARP Optimization to help manage the dynamic process of
binding MAC/IP address pairs (as discussed in more detail in the next section).

vPorts and ARP Optimization
“Virtual ports”, in short vPorts, are software Layer 2 entries associated to any ports a switch performs MAC
address learning on.
While a plain-vanilla hardware Layer 2 table is limited in its capacity by a switch’s dedicated ASIC memory
size, the Netvisor/ONVL software runs in the control plane processor’s much larger DRAM memory space
and hence is capable of tracking a large list of Layer 2 entries, much larger than what can fit into the limited
space of a hardware table. This logical software extension of the Layer 2 table is the vPort database.
vPort database entries are persistent and are synchronized across the fabric so that every fabric member is
aware of every other Layer 2 table entry. The history of each vPort entry is tracked and replicated, therefore
on any fabric member for example by using the “vport-history-show” command it is possible to display
vPort changes across different switches and across different ports over time. This capability is particularly
useful for instance to track mobile end-points/virtual machines or for troubleshooting purposes.
Since the Layer 2 table is the foundation of all Layer 2 switching functions on an individual device, that also
means that the overarching vPort database’s information aggregates all the history of the Layer 2 activity of
all the fabric members.
Therefore, in a nutshell, the vPort database can be considered the authoritative distributed endpoint directory
and switching activity history book of the entire Pluribus fabric.
Such a wordy description can indeed be handy to recall in various occasions because it’s helpful to
understand the primary reasons why the vPort database is such an important foundation used to implement a
number of basic as well as advanced fabric-wide functionalities.
Yet, another equally important reason for its multitude of uses is its innate flexibility: as a matter of fact, the
vPort database entries are not limited to only few basic parameters such as MAC addresses of end-points and
related timestamps, but also include additional Layer 3 information and other valuable metadata that
augment the versatility and hence the number of uses of the aggregate database information (incidentally,
one of such novel uses is the ARP Optimization technology that will be described shortly…).

In particular, vPort entries are associated with the following extended data sets:
•

MAC address

•

IP address

•

VLAN ID

•

VXLAN ID

•

migration history
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•

create-time and last-seen timestamps

•

vPort state

In addition, each vPort is associated to metadata such as a hostname, the IP address and the ID of the switch,
and to important analytics including port counters, etc.
Figure 15 shows the process of endpoint tracking with vPorts.
Supports millions
of end-points

Location
Physical switch, Virtual switch, Host (VMWare)

Identity
Device, MAC, IP, VM type

Mobility
State, History, Motion

Policy
Security, ACLs, Tenant, VLAN, VXLAN, VNET

Figure 15. vPort database for host and VM lifecycle tracking

The output of a “vport-show” command is displayed in the text box below:

CLI network-admin@switch > vport-show format ip,mac,hostname,vlan,last-active
ip

mac

vlan hostname last-active

----------

----------------- ---- -------- -----------

192.168.1.3 52:54:00:58:35:5f
192.168.1.6 12:5c:19:69:25:30
192.168.1.9 d6:f9:8a:29:25:44

7 db-serv1 2014-08-07,12:25:11
123 db-serv2 now
42 db-serv1 2014-08-07,12:25:11

In the context of DCI network designs, a novel and innovative Pluribus technology, ARP Optimization,
harnesses the aforementioned versatility of the vPort database to perform the dynamic endpoint discovery
and “ARP proxy” functions that are required to support the mobility of end-points across DC sites. To
describe this two-step process a picture is worth more than a thousand words.
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DC3
vPort distributed database
app-99 Discovered
@ DC2 leaf3,4 port 47,47

1. Endpoint
discovery &
registration

3. ARP target lookup

4. Unicast ARP reply

DC1

DC2

2. Broadcast ARP request
?
Figure 16. ARP Optimization Process

In Figure 16 on the right hand side a host is discovered through the traffic exchange with its neighboring
switch. As a consequence its information is recorded in the vPort database.
An ARP proxy function is executed in the other remote DC site when someone sends a broadcast request to
learn about the MAC address associated with the IP address of the DC-2 site host. The response comes
“proxied” from the fabric based on the contents of the distributed vPort database, not from the original host.
Therefore it is an indirect response, not a direct one, and hence it does not require any direct communication
between ARP requester and registered host, nor any flooding of broadcast ARP packets.
In addition, starting from release 2.6.0, Pluribus has added a further under-the-hood enhancement to the fabric’s
control plane logic that significantly reduces the need for the less-than-optimal “flood and learn” scheme for
unknown destination traffic (as hinted at in the VXLAN section above) and instead uses a more optimized
mechanism based on the versatile vPort database. This technology is called vPort Forwarding: as described in
figure 17, its logic is analogous to ARP optimization’s use of the vPort database information to avoid
unnecessary ARP flooding, but it is applied to the cases when the destination Layer 2 address of a generic packet
can be successfully looked up in the distributed vPort database so as to avoid having to flood the packet to all its
possible destinations.
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DC3
vPort distributed database
app-99 Discovered
@ DC2 leaf3,4 port 47,47

1. Endpoint
discovery &
registration

2. Initial destination lookups
& local HW cache
programming

DC2

DC1

Figure 17. vPort Forwarding Process

When mobile end-points or VMs move from one port to another, or even from one DC site to another, the
process of re-registration in the vPort database happens automatically with the latest up-to-date information
provided by the fabric: a VM mobility example is provided in figure 18, where a live host located in DC2 is
migrated to DC3. Switches using stale location information in their caches get notified to update their local
tables. Traffic is then steered to the latest location.
2. Endpoint
discovery &
registration

DC3

1. Endpoint
moves

vPort distributed database
app-99 Move
@ DC3 leaf1,2 port 23,23
app-99 Discovered
@ DC2 leaf3,4 port 47,47

3. Local HW
cache update

DC1

DC2

Figure 18. vPort Forwarding enables seamless mobility

In this simple and efficient way, the vPort Forwarding and ARP optimization function can seamlessly
maintain device reachability across mobility events (without requiring complex high level mechanisms such
as EVPN, as mentioned earlier in this document).
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Pluribus Point-to-point DCI Pseudowire Services
Another DCI innovation introduced by Pluribus is the support of the pseudowire technology over a VXLAN
transport (in the past the “pseudowire” term would usually only refer to EoMPLS-based point-to-point
connections). Pluribus calls this feature Virtual Link Extension (vLE).
Using a UDP-based VXLAN encapsulation instead of an MPLS transport has a number of benefits, as
previously discussed in the VXLAN section. From a user perspective perhaps the most apparent benefits of
vLE are simplicity and full transparency.
Because of its point-to-point nature it is obviously useful specifically in case of two remote sites to be
interconnected, but can come in handy in other network designs too.
Figure 19 below shows a diagram of two point-to-point virtual connections that behave pretty much like
regular physical wires: traffic from a physical port in DC-1 is transparently forwarded to a physical port in
DC-2, and vice versa.

vLE-1 State Synchronization

1

Data
Center 1

IP underlay

1

LACP

VXLAN HA Tunnel

LACP

Data
Center 2

2

2
vLE-2 State Synchronization

Figure 19. vLEs: VXLAN-based Pseudowires

A transparent Layer 2 service such as vLE implies that all VLANs and all types of traffic can be transported
automatically without loss. That also includes protocol traffic exchanged by connected switches, as in the
case of LACP.
This comes in handy because vLEs are configured between VTEPs’ physical IP addresses (which are not
redundant). Therefore, an alternative HA mechanism is required: by tunneling LACP messages between
switches as shown in the figure above it is possible to bundle vLEs into a virtual aggregated link and hence
achieve physical as well as logical vLE redundancy. This is also helped by the vLE logic that performs
constant link state tracking to preserve end-to-end link state consistency (as depicted in the figure by the two
dotted lines). vLE link aggregation through the use of the LACP protocol also enables fast link failover and
convergence, which is a key requirement for inter-DC connections.

New VTEP Objects
Both in the case of Figure 13 (a triangle of VXLAN tunnels between VTEP HA pairs) and of Figure 19 (two
vLEs), a series of unidirectional tunnel end-point interconnections (used to) have to be configured by the
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network administrator via a series of manual explicit (and hence tedious) “tunnel-create” commands.
Starting from release 2.6.0, Pluribus has introduced an additional user-friendly operational simplification
element called a logical “vtep” configuration object: now instead of having to create individual
unidirectional tunnels between the end points, a user can simply create a single endpoint object per site with
the “vtep-create” command and then map the required VXLAN identifiers to it. This in turn triggers the
automatic creation of all the required VXLAN connections in both directions between sites, yielding a
significant amount of configuration and time savings.
An example of vtep object configuration is displayed below:

CLI > vtep-create name vtep1 ip 10.10.10.1 vrouter-name VR1
CLI > vtep-vni-add vtep-name vtep1 vni 10000
CLI > vtep-vni-add vtep-name vtep1 vni 20000

Open DCI Architecture Evolution: Anycast Gateways and Distributed VRFs
Starting from release 2.6.0, Pluribus has made some further technological enhancements to the Open DCI
architecture to simplify configuration and improve scalability.
The first such enhancement is support for Anycast Gateways (AGWs), which enables endpoints to use the
same virtual MAC+IP gateway addresses on all leaf switches to better support mobility and increase routing
efficiency. In this way, it is possible to perform the Layer 3 gateway function for East-West traffic directly
on the first hop switch (i.e., the local top-of-rack (ToR) switch or switch pair). This change enables much
more efficient and scalable routing without unnecessarily increasing the amount of control plane on the
switch CPU. In fact no routing protocols like VRRP are used here to provide active-active redundancy for
anycast gateway configuration pairs.
In addition, with multiple tenants, assigning different virtual routing and forwarding (VRF) instances to
them is now supported in conjunction with Anycast Gateways, which means that the VRF Layer 3
segregation function can now be performed on each first-hop leaf switch or switch pair in a distributed
fashion in hardware for East-West traffic. This guarantees the maximum VRF scalability possible (limited
only by the specific forwarding ASIC capabilities).
With regard to North-South traffic instead, a so-called “border leaf” or leaf pair is still required to provide
North-South routing using the vRouter feature (with routing protocols support) as well as firewall service
insertion via vFlow, when needed.
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Figure 20 shows an example of network with multiple tenants, who see their East-West traffic routed locally
on the first hop and who can connect to core routers and firewalls through a border leaf pair running the
vRouter function.

Figure 20. Distributed VRFs with Anycast Gateways (AGWs)

In case of DCI designs, as depicted in the figure below, the same design discussed above can get replicated
on a per site basis, thus providing local East-West traffic routing as well as North-South gateway services (in
addition to service insertion when needed).
As mentioned earlier, this enables maximum VRF scalability and also dramatically reduces routing
inefficiencies between DC sites (sometimes referred to as “inter-site hair pinning”, since the shape of the
non-optimal traffic paths resembles a hair pin).
Here is a configuration example of anycast gateway that describes the type of configuration needed for
instance on the “WHITE” VRF as depicted by the white ovals in Figure 20 and Figure 21:
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CLI> vrf-create name WHITE [anycast-mac <mac>]
CLI> subnet-create name SUBNET10 subnet 10.0.10.0/24 vlan 10 anycast-gw
10.0.10.1 vrf RED
CLI> subnet-create name SUBNET20 subnet 10.0.20.0/24 vlan 20 anycast-gw
10.0.20.1 vrf RED
CLI> subnet-create name SUBNET30 subnet 10.0.30.0/24 vlan 30 anycast-gw
10.0.30.1 vrf RED
CLI> [etc…]
CLI> switch <switch_list> vrf-modify name WHITE vrf-gw-1 <vRouter gateway addr>

Please note how this configuration paradigm is quite lightweight as the number of configuration changes is
just proportional to the number of VLANs plus the number of affected switches. That, in addition to the
global “vrf-create” command(s), makes the total amount of configuration: number_of_vrfs +
number_of_VLANs + number_of_switches, which typically represents a much lower configuration overhead
than what is needed in alternate models used by competitors (which could require up to number_of_VLANs x
number_of_switches config changes) regardless of whether manual or automated procedures are employed.
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Figure 21. Open DCI with Distributed VRFs with Anycast Gateways

Provisioning of the multi-VRF DCI network design in the figure above can be delegated to tenants using the
so called Virtual Networks (vNETs) service, which will be described in the next section.
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Multi-tenancy: Pluribus Virtual Networks Solution
One important characteristic that a fabric overlay must have is privacy.
In a multi-tenant DC architecture a tenant’s overlay requires a level of isolation from the other overlays and
from the public underlay itself. Pluribus Adaptive Cloud Fabric provides different degrees of network
overlay isolation and different approaches to how the overlays are integrated with the underlay. Virtual
Networks (vNETs) is Pluribus’ agile solution to dealing with multi-tenancy requirements.
In basic terms vNET are separate resource management spaces. vNETs’ isolation and integration
mechanisms operate in the forwarding plane as well as in the control plane.
A vNET object can be created with the “vnet-create” command to represent a manageable collection of
instances of the following sub-components:
•
•
•
•
•

Physical ports
VLANs
VXLANs
VXLAN Tunnel End Points (VTEPs)
vRouters or Virtual Routing and Forwarding objects (VRFs)

Each vNET has a single point of management. As the fabric administrator, one can create vNETs and assign
ownership of each vNET to individuals with responsibility for managing those resources. One can also
assign separate usernames and passwords for each vNET manager, as shown in the configuration example
below:

CLI> switch LEAF1 vnet-create name VNET-B scope fabric
CLI> user-modify name VNET-B-admin password
password:
confirm password:

Using separate credentials vNET administrators can utilize Secure Shell (SSH) to connect to their own
specific vNET manager and access a subset of the Netvisor’s CLI commands and resources. In this way
multiple tenants can share a common fabric while each managing a separate vNET “resource pool” with
security, traffic, and resource protection from other vNETs.
The public underlay is part of the global vNET and is managed by the infrastructure or network
administrator.
Network pod virtualization schemes (sometimes called “vPODs” in short) can be provided by segmenting
VLANs from the common infrastructure and assigning them to vNETs. In Pluribus parlance, this case is also
referred to as Private Virtual Networks (Private vNETs) and is the most sophisticated vPOD implementation
based on the vNET construct.
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A Private Virtual Network environment consists of vNETs with a set of dedicated physical ports on which
they have complete freedom of instantiating any VLAN ID, regardless of whether the same VLAN ID is in
use by another vNET or by the global vNET (public underlay).
Data plane isolation is guaranteed by the fact that each vNET utilizes a private VLAN namespace with Layer
2 tables separated from the public VLAN namespace and from the private VLAN namespaces in use by
other vNETs.
Figure 22 below depicts an example of a virtual POD-based type of deployment where vNETs are used to
create fully independent pods with management, control and data plane isolation (i.e., independent vRouters,
independent management plane, independent provisioning, etc.). Because of the private nature of vNETs the
assigned subnets can be fully overlapping (both VLAN IDs and IP prefixes), as shown in the picture.

VNET-A

VNET-B

VNET-C

VMs

VMs

VMs

172.10.0.0/16
VLAN 1-4K

172.0.0.0/8
VLAN 1-4K

172.0.16.0/20
VLAN 1-4K

Figure 22. Provisioning of vNETs as virtual PODs

In case of DCI designs, the total network size is expanded to multiple sites, with an even bigger need for
isolation of resources across tenants.
Private vNETs segment the fabric into virtual networks that can make independent use of the full 4K VLAN
ID space (i.e., they can use overlapping VLAN numbers), therefore they allow the DCI fabric to easily scale
beyond the 4K ID global limit. In addition, vNETs are fully compatible with the vLAG, VXLAN and vLE
technologies so they are ideal for VXLAN-based multi-site fabrics and VXLAN-based pseudowires in order
to transparently and independently provide the same usable VLAN ID space on a per tenant basis. This
characteristic is a staple of all scalable and transparent Layer 2 transport services.
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Overlay/Underlay Application Visibility
Both basic DC and more advanced DCI designs require a degree of visibility into the network’s traffic
patterns for a number of very important business-critical reasons: security/forensics analysis, auditing and
compliance analysis, incident response, performance analysis and optimization, troubleshooting, etc.
Both intra- and inter-DC performance analysis (for example traffic latency analysis) is particularly important
when business-critical performance-sensitive (e.g., latency sensitive) applications are deployed. Both
performance tuning and incident response actions can be planned more efficiently and more accurately based
on the ongoing collection and review of analytic data from the network.
TCP connection analysis is an important area where Pluribus Insight Analytics-based platforms excel: they
are able to natively collect accurate and complete connection data (such as end-to-end latency, duration, total
bytes transferred, state of the TCP connection, and more) in real time for an up-to-date view on the network
traffic’s dynamic behavior without needing to use any sampling algorithm (i.e., without having to drop
portions of the flow data), and without resorting to using wire taps or mirror ports. This makes Pluribus
Insight Analytics a tap-less non-sampled fabric telemetry technology.
From the user’s perspective, Pluribus Insight Analytics’ comprehensive fabric telemetry data is particularly
valuable to be able to analyze patterns on client-server traffic flows (for example to identify a port scan or a
denial of service attack) and also to correlate traffic flows between the underlay and the overlay networks in
advanced DCI extended fabric designs (see for example the traffic steering optimization case discussed
earlier in the Anycast Gateway section, where East-West and North-South traffic path visualization is of
paramount importance for troubleshooting).
Intra- and inter-DC analytics can be conveniently collected via Pluribus REST APIs, analyzed and displayed
on a centralized monitoring station, as shown below.
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Figure 23. DCI Analytics Collection
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In addition, the vNETs technology supports per tenant flow analytics collection, which is crucial in multitenant DCI environments (see also Use Case #3 below).
A noteworthy use case that is popular with Pluribus customers is the analysis of Nutanix application and
protocol traffic. A practical deployment will be described in the next section.
From a Nutanix administrator’s expert point of view, Pluribus Insight Analytics’ comprehensive connection
data provides a wealth of in-depth information that can be used to monitor numerous aspects of the cluster’s
behavior and to promptly pinpoint problems and suggest corrective actions.
First off, Insight Analytics is the perfect tool for the administrator to baseline the system and identify typical
behaviors vs. anomalous ones.
The Nutanix cluster architecture uses different types of traffic and different entities to perform various
functions: each entity will be assigned an IP address and will use specific services/networking ports to
communicate. For example, the so-called Controller Virtual Machines (CVMs) are special VMs
interconnected in a logical cluster topology that provide user VMs access to the Nutanix Distributed File
System (NDFS). CVMs use specific communication ports to talk to each other and other ports to talk to user
VMs, which use yet another TCP port range for VM mobility purposes.
All of the above different port ranges can be monitored to pinpoint different behavioral patterns and use
them as normal baselines (so as to be able to promptly identify deviations/anomalies).
For example, so-called “Zeus” and “Zookeeper” are Nutanix’s cluster configuration and monitoring services.
They are run between CVMs and use port 9876. Connections between all the CVMs are periodically opened
and closed by Zookeeper to update the cluster status. Each non-transient failure of a Zeus/Zookeeper
connection may point to an unresponsive CVM entity and an unusual level of connections in SYN and/or
RST state can signal a failure condition. To identify the affected entity the network administrator can look
for CVM failures by visualizing the number of connections in SYN and/or RST state in a given time interval
and check the destination of the sequence of failed connections.
Figure 24 below shows a visual example of such analysis derived from Pluribus Insight Analytics dashboard.
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Excessive(RST/SYN((

Figure 24. Example of Nutanix Telemetry Data Analysis

Furthermore, there are a number of other Nutanix cluster parameters and behavioral patterns that can be
monitored and analyzed to pinpoint the main culprits of potential cluster issues: VM mobility events,
“Prism” GUI service disruptions, “Cassandra” metadata synchronization activity and lack thereof, “Stargate”
storage services and related disruptions, cluster traffic distribution, etc.
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Examples of Open DCI Use Cases
A few commonly requested network design models are described in detail in the sections below.

Open DCI Use Case #1: Nutanix Cluster Extension
A frequent requirement for Pluribus is to help its customers monitor their Nutanix cluster traffic (or other
crucial application traffic) for troubleshooting and performance analysis’ purposes.
This can be achieved in DCI network designs as well, by leveraging Pluribus’ award-winning Insight
Analytics combined with VXLAN-based DCI technologies.
In Figure 25 a two-site Open DCI design was employed by a customer who wanted to extend a Pluribus
fabric network based on Dell Networking S4048-ON high performance compact switches. This
configuration was used to enable active-active Nutanix cluster redundancy across their two main data center
sites.
Pluribus’ VTEP HA technology (as discussed in this document) was chosen to enable redundant Layer 2
extension over a VXLAN transport in order to support VM mobility while being able to transparently
interoperate with legacy 3rd-party core devices (also configured in redundant routing pairs through HSRP).
Both vCenter VM tracking and Nutanix traffic monitoring were implemented through a Pluribus Insight
Analytics monitoring station.
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Figure 25. Nutanix Cluster Extension
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Compared to alternate solutions based on competitors’ hardware and software, this Pluribus design provides
customers with a number of noteworthy advantages, such as a single management fabric based on open
hardware (in this specific case Dell Networking ON switches), combined standard DC and Open DCI
functionalities that don’t require special licenses, interoperability with third-party hardware and, last but not
least, cutting edge traffic analysis capabilities.
In contrast, competitors’ equivalent offerings are oftentimes marred by lack of openness and fragmentation
of hardware and software solutions, requiring for example proprietary or obsolete fabric interconnection
technologies (OTV or VPLS come to mind here) and very specific hardware models and add-on licenses,
while lacking the analytics capabilities required to make the full solution really compelling for the users.

Open DCI Use Case #2: Three-Site Fabric with VLAN Extension
Use case #2 exemplifies very well the inherent versatility and interoperability of an Open DCI solution. In
this scenario, a customer wanted to interconnect three sites: one main data center, a secondary one and a
remote office. All sites had public/VPN connectivity and the remote office needed a backup route through
the main data center network.
The hardware platforms selected by the customer were Dell Networking S4048T-ON 100M/1G/10G/40GbE
open networking top-of-rack switches and S6010-ON High-performance 10/40GbE open networking
aggregation switches.
The natural fit for this customer’s requirements was to implement a traditional triangle-shaped loop-free
Layer 2 extension design with VM mobility support (as discussed earlier in this document).
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Figure 26. Single Management Multi-Site Fabric
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In this case one of the main requirements was also to be able to have a single management point for the
entire three-site extended fabric, for both data centers and office site. The three-site interconnect network
was based on dark fiber or emulated Layer 2 links, therefore interoperability with the existing core network
using standard protocols was a plus.
Compared to alternate solutions based on competitors’ hardware and software, this Pluribus design provided
an open hardware-based single management fabric, fully interoperable and topology agnostic. In contrast,
competitors’ equivalent solutions proved to lack the single point of management sought after by the
customer and/or impose too strict requirements on the DCI links and hardware models to be used.

Open DCI Use Case #3: Multi-tenant High Scale Design with Dell and Pluribus
Hardware
Use case #3 is presented here because it’s the epitome of most of Pluribus technologies’ so highly soughtafter advantages.
This five-site network design exemplifies very well the high level of openness, scale, capacity and
performance achievable with a mix of Dell ON and Pluribus hardware, conveniently managed by a common
Pluribus Adaptive Cloud Fabric software infrastructure while providing Terabits/s aggregate speeds to a
virtualized multi-layered network.
In this sophisticated design Pluribus technologies enabled the customer to set up a single point of
management for the entire multi-vendor fabric spanning five locations in different cities and countries. Multitenancy across the 5-site DCI fabric was implemented by deploying Pluribus Private vNETs technology on
Pluribus Networks Freedom Series E28Q switches. In addition, per tenant flow analytics were provided by
Pluribus Insight Analytics technology.
In this configuration, the customer’s strict requirements were to be able to support multiple types of virtual
transport services, all of which could be aptly implemented by using Pluribus VXLAN over a plain IP
network:
•

Point-to-Point Virtual Connections with HA

•

Multipoint-to-Multipoint Virtual Connections with HA

•

Fully transparent point-to-point pseudo-wires

Compared to other solutions, this approach has the advantage of not requiring an MPLS core (necessary for
VPLS and EoMPLS-based designs) or proprietary solutions (such as Cisco Systems’ OTV technology).
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Figure 27. Highly Scalable Multi-tenant DCI Use Case
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Pluribus' Vision for the Next Generation Data Center
The Adaptive Cloud Fabric empowers organizations to speed their transition to a Software-Defined Data
Center with a simpler and non-disruptive architecture that makes it easier to deliver, manage and secure
service delivery across clouds and devices. The Adaptive Cloud Fabric operates without a controller and
delivers a more dynamic and elastic network that adapts to change and a wide-range of deployment
scenarios to streamline operations, improve efficiency and lower costs.
The dynamic, scale-out architecture delivers multi-terabit capacity with predictable performance and latency
and supports millions of concurrent connections, enabling organizations of any size to build a nextgeneration private or public cloud that is optimized to support mission-critical environments such as
virtualized applications, hybrid IT, Internet of Things (IoT) and Virtual Desktop Infrastructure (VDI).
.
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Conclusions
In the previous sections we have seen how the numerous choices for openness and user-centric
functionalities made by Pluribus have produced a wealth of advantages, in terms of both flexibility and
simplicity for the users.
In summary, the Pluribus Open DCI architecture really shines because it is able to offer a scalable, costeffective and robust solution in response to the customer’s demand for reliable and efficient DC
interconnection technologies. It addresses all the most common requirements that a DCI solution usually
entails including transparency, redundancy, growth capability, fast convergence in case of a failure event,
multi-tenancy, etc. On the other hand, most competitive solutions are marred by severe hardware limitations,
taxing licensing schemes and head-scratching levels of technological fragmentation and lack of vision, not to
mention high CapEx and OpEx burdens.
The cornerstone of the Open DCI architecture is Pluribus Adaptive Cloud Fabric, built on the battle-proven
Netvisor Software-Defined Networking (SDN) infrastructure, which makes interoperability a key
foundational pillar of the Pluribus Open DCI architecture, both from a software and a hardware perspective.
Pluribus’ solution can be implemented on top of open networking switches sold by various vendors
including Pluribus Networks and Dell Networking, which incorporate off-the-shelf chips such as
Broadcom’s high performance Terabit/s Trident/Trident2/Tomahawk ASIC family (and others) that make
them especially cost effective for data center customers.
Pluribus Adaptive Cloud Fabric makes it also extremely easy to manage one unified fabric across all the data
center sites. Combining all the DCI features discussed in this document with the full visibility of the clientserver and server-server application traffic provided by Pluribus Insight Analytics clearly and strongly
differentiates the Pluribus Open DCI architecture as a world-class solution for data centers interconnectivity.
The solution’s main business value points can be summarized thusly:
ü No additional licensing is required
ü Scalability and transparency for maximum design flexibility and future proofing (e.g., to minimize
the need for forced “forklift” upgrades)
ü Fast failover times (~200 ms) to minimize traffic disruption for customers
ü Use of standard technologies for interoperability and agile deployment processes
ü No need of unwieldy DCI-specific proprietary solutions, with their “bonus” hidden costs
ü Advanced analytics capabilities for proactive telemetry analysis and effective remediation actions, to
maximize customer satisfaction
ü Last but not least, flexibility in the choice of hardware platforms for optimal cost-efficiency
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When compared to a generic alternative solution offered by a major competitor, Pluribus Networks’ solution
comes out ahead with flying colors, proving once again that it reached the highest levels of innovation in the
industry:
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